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The paper Investigates the problem of the pressure of a rigid paraboloid of 
revolution on a plate or a'membrme the contour of which consists of portions 
of straight lines; the plate Is assumed to be simply supported. The problem 
Is solved in quadrature6 and the method of solution Is based on the reduction 
to a type of Rieaann boundary-value problems for two functions for which a 
solution In closed form haa been found. The problem of the pressure of a 
rigid paraboloid on an InfInite plate was first solved by Galln Cl]. 

1. olownl rol&loa# ti fmtion of the problem. (I). The deflection 

of a stiff elastic plate under the action of a single transverse loading 

satisfies the tirchhoff equation [2] 

DAAw=q 
( 

A= &+&) (I.0 

Here uI Is the displacement of points In the plate along the normal to 

its surface, D Is the bending stiffness of the plate and 4 is the trans- 

verse loading. 

We have the following formulss for the bending moments MI and M, c 21 

Here tn Is an arbitrary system of Cartesian coordinates an v IS Pals- 

son's ratio: 

On a part of the plate where the transverse loading q 1s zero there 

exist the fundamental relations [3] 

~+~=4ReQ,(z) (2 = 5 + iy) 

SW __$-3% 
\ I 

a23 
= 2 [ZCR’ (2) + Y (z)] 

where *(E) and y(l) are analytic functions; X,V are Carteslancocndinates. 
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We give two further formulas for 

of use at a later stage [3] 

!?!I+% 

asw ab F): a%J 
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the case when g = 0 which will prove 

a%.iPlo =*+ap 
a%0 a+0 asw \ (1.4) 

-- _=&a --__-!?i_ 
ata an$-“” anat ( a9 ayi --ax@/ 

where 0 1s the angle between the axes r and t . 

An absolutely rigid paraboloid of revolution, the 
of which can be written in the form 

z=AZ+Ay’ 

bears on a plate wlt$ a force p directed along the 

the contact area the deflection of the plate will be 

w=6 -Aa? -Ay¶ 

equation of the surface 

(1.5) 

axis of synunetry. Over 

given by 

(4.6) 

where b Is the displacement of the die. The thickness of the plate Is 

assumed to be small compared with the dimensions of the contact area. On the 

contour L of this area, which is to be determined,.the following conditions 

of continuity of all second derivatives Cl] of the function p must be 

satisfied: 
0% ab 
aj= 

-24 wY-2A, E=o (1.7) 

These conditions are a consequence of the contlnulty of the displacement 

a~ and also of its first and second derivatives with respect to the normal, 

adan and ap w/a2 . By virtue of (1.1) and (1.6) the pressure on the con- 

tact area is zero, so that the force p Is resisted b3 shears acting on the 

boundary of the contact area ("). 

II) When the bending stiffness of the plate can be -ored snd the stres- 

ses on the middle surface caused by bending are small compared with the lni- 

tlal stresses ax and o,, the deflection w of the plate satlsfles the 

equatior 

a!!2 
iPw 

x ik' -#Gayi= 
-- 

: (1.8) 

Here 0, and a, are constant principal stresses and h Is the thickness 

of the membrane. Note that Equation (1.8) Is valid also for nonelastic mem- 

branes. 

For the case when the transverse loading p Is zero we can use the fun- 

damental relations 

w = Ret(z), g- iz = Ret’(z) + ixImf(z) 

z = 5 + ixy, X2 =.6Jby (1.9) 

*) Lf the effect of shear forces is taken into account the pressure distrl- 
butlon under the die is found to be nonzero, as has been proved In 141. 
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fin absolutely rigid paraboloid of revolution, the equation of the surface 

of which may be written the form (1.5) is considered to bear on the membrane. 

On the basis of (1.8) and (1.6) the pressure over the area of contact Is 

constant and equal to 
q = 2Ah (G + o*) (1.10) 

&I the contour L of the contact area, which Is to be determined, the 

condition of continuity of both first derivatives of the function w must 
be satisfied 

aW aw 

ar=- 
cus, -= --lug 

aY 
(1.11) 

2. Auxlllbry boundarpvaluo problem. Suppose It Is required to deter- 

mine two plecewlse analytic functions v,(a) and cpo(z) of a complex variable 

B with a line of discontlnulties L + M , the boundary values of which on 

the contour L + M satisfy the conditions (2.1) 

91+ (Q =‘a1 VI (P2- (4 + fl (4, cp2+ w = PI (4 ‘p1- w + f2 (t) (t EL) 

‘p1+ (0 = g, 0) 'p1- (6 + f3 (0, cp2+ (t) = g2 (0 ‘pz- (0 + f.4 (0 (t E 1M) 

Here % Oh PI (0, gl (t), gz (t), fl (9, . - et f4 W are plecewlse continuous 

functions satisfying HEilder’s condition over the Intervals of continuity; 

L + H is a simple smooth contour. 

Thus on the part jf of the contour we have a linear boundary condition 

of the R.lemann prdblem for each function Q(Z) and cpl(~) taken separately 

[5 and61 and on the remaining portlsn L of the contour we have a linear 

boundary-value problem of MemaM for the two functions 

ered In C71. 

We Introduce new plecewlse analytic functions $,(g) 

of Formulas 

cpa (4 1 
%? (2) = x,(z) - - \ 

f4 (0 dt 
2n1 

Aft 
X%+(t) (t - 2) 

of the type consid- 

and +a(x) by metis 

(2.2) 

Here X,(Z) Is the canonical solution of the Rlemann boundary-value problem 

C5 and 61 
cpt+ (G = gi VI cpi- (0 (t E M) (i = 1, 2; (2.3) 

(where it is assumed that v,(r) are analytic everywhere outside the contour 

n). 

The functions +, (a) and sp (a) determined in this way, as can be easily 

verified, undergo a dlscbntlnuity only on the line L and are continuous on 

the contour ff 
91' = 91-v *a+ = a- OEM) 

Substituting the functions q,(r) and Q(S) according to (2.2) Into the 

first two boundary conditions of (2.1), we obtain the following boundary- 

value problem for the functions I, (a) and qo(z): 
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Here 

u(t) = 8 al @I, c3 VI = $$$ PI (t) 

s 

IsW ck 

M 
x1+ (7) (r - 1) ) 

s 

fr (~1 dr -- 
M xa+ (7) (t. - t) 

Of 

The boundary-value problem (2.4) has been solved in closed form In [7]. 

Since an error occurred in Expressions (1.9) lr [7] the correct version 

these formulas is quoted here 

(2.5) 

I-h-3 Xl (4, x, (4 Is the canonical solution [7] of the boundary-value 

problem (2.4); Zlfi-‘Ck, Zip&= dk are certain coqplex constants [7]; the constants 

ajk are given by ajk = 1iI.n (2 - zjk)‘$j (2) xj-’ (2) BS 2 4 zjk; P, (2) 

Is a polynomial of degree n . The numbers X and p. are determined as 

follows : 

1)v-x--_++>>, p=o, n-z-l>O,h=n-Z-l 

2)v-x- i+n>o, p=o, n-Z--l<<, v-~>O, h=O 

3)v-x- l+n>O, p=O,n-i-l<O,v-xX<, h=x-v 

4)v-x- i+n<O, CL =-v++++-n,x-v>O,h=x-v 

5) v-x- Z+n<O, p=-v+f+f-n,v-xX0, h=O 

x = x1 + x2 + . . . + x,; in general v = [‘lznl. I?, (z) and A,(r) denote 

the folJowing functions : 

R, (4 = & - d”, R, (2) = i;&cz - d” 

At the ends of the lines LK (L, +. . . + L, = L) z = gi (i = 1, 2, . l 9 I) 
the functiops X, (a) and xa (a) are of the order 0 [(z - gt)Of, where 
1 > Ren a ‘12. 

In the solution of boundary-value problem (2.1) we can proceed by a dif- 

ferent (and perhaps a more convenient) method. We can first construct a 

canonical solutlor to (2.1) defined as a solution to the homogeneous problem 
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of f2.1), the clase of which coincides with the given class of functions 

vi(r) and Q,(Z) at the ends of the curves and at the points of discontinuity 

of the coefficients c,, @,, 0, and gs ; In so doing It Is necessary ln 

general to Introduce certain additional conditions analogous to the condition 

(1) In c71. These conditions are not difficult to flnd after the homogeneous 

boundary-value problem (2.1) has been solved by the method outlined above. 

When the canonical solution has been found, the boundary-value problem (2.1) 

can easily be solved. 

*3. wa gm8r\os of en 8bmluaJ ri&id puvbolald Qf rewlaltlon 011 
plate 8ad on 8 mama. of ~ozyl hapa, (1) Consider an elastic simply 

connected polygonal plate freely supported at Its boundary and subjected to 

the pressure of an absolutely rigid paraboloid of,revolutlon. On the freely 

supported boundary jf the conditions are that 10 = 0 and M,= 0 , or, from 

(1.2) 

(3.1) 

Here n and t are the directions of the normal and the tangent to the 

contour of the plate. 

Using Formulas (:.3), (1.4) and (1.7) we can write the boundary conditions 

(3.1) In the form 

Red)(z) = --A, iw (2) + Y (2) = 0 :on L 
(3.2) 

Re Q (z) = 0, Re {eaiai i%D’ (z) + Y (~$1) = 0 on M 

Here a, Is the angle formed by the jth rectilinear segment of the bound- 

ary with the x-axis (In the direction of travel round the contom L + M , 

L Is the unknown contour). 

We transform to the parametric plane of the complex variable C by means 

of the transformation z = IN(~). The analytic function m(C) conformally 

maps the exterjor of two sections of the real axis in the plane of C Into 

the doubly connected region In the plane of z occupied by the plate and 

bounded by the contour L + n . WI the basis of Hilbert’s theorem C8 and 91 

and the result of Chaplygin [lo] such a conformal transformation Is always 

possible. In addition, It Is evident that the contours L and M corre- 

spond to different sections. The Images cf the contours L and N In the 

C-plane will also be denoted by L and M . 

In the C-plane we obtain from Formulas (3.2) the following boundary-value 

problem for the three analytic functions 0 (& V (5) = 0 [a (01 and 

9 (5) = y io (01 :_ 

Recp (5) = 0 on M, Recp (C) = --A on L (3.3) 

$g(P# (6) + $ (0 = 0 on L 

Re e’*‘j s 
{ [ 

9’ (5) + ,(()I} = o on M, Im [%‘“jo (C)l = dj (3.4) 
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The last condition of (3.4) is an expression In complex form of the equa- 

tion of the jth rectilinear segment of the boundary y = xwaj + djS%aj. 

We Introduce the analytic function ~(6) 

x (5) = $$julG) (3.5) 

With the aid of this function we can write the boundary-value problem 

(3.4) in the form 

0 (5) + x (%I = 0 on L (3.6) 

Im le-i”jco (c)J = dj, Im le%X (C)l = dj on M 

By means of functions q(C) and x,(C) 

01 (%I = acJ, x1(5) = X(6) 

which are analytic outside the segments L + M we can write the boundary- 

value problem (3.6) In the form of a Rlemann boundary-value problem for the 

four functions 0 (D, x (61, %(D, Xl(C) 

1) X+ + 01- = 0 on L, 5) CO+ - e’*ajCOi- = 2idje’“j on M 

2) o++xl-=o OIIL, 6) o- - e2’=h1+ = 2idjei”j 

3) 
OrI l” (3.7) 

q+ + x- = 0 on L, 7) X+ - e-4iaQl- = 2idjesfaj m M 

4) “- + Xl +=o OllL, 8) x- - evaiajX1+ = 2id,e-‘“j on M 

We Introduce new analytic functions 

cpl(5) = @ (5) + x103, (P2 (P) = x (5) + @l(5) (3.8) 

Adding the first and third conditions of the boundary-value problem (3.71, 

alro the second and fourth, and subtracting the eighth condition from the 

fifth and the seventh from the sixth, we obtain the following boundary-value 

problem for the functions cpI (0 and (Pi 

'Pa+ + 'Pa- = a (Pz+ + fp1- = 0 on L 
(3.9): 

01 
+ - p+),- = 0, + 

'P2 --e 
-2iajql- = 0 on n,f 

(3.9) is a particular case of the boundary-value problem considered In 

the preceding Section. Its solution can be found In closed form. 

Substituting the functions IN,(C) and x1 ((1 as defined by (3.8) and (3.9) 

into boundary-value problem (3.7), we obtain the following boundary-value 

problem of the Rlemanr. type for determining the two functions w(C) pnd x(C): 

x+-- x- =q?2+, o+-6J- =(pl+ on I. 

O+ + eti"jx- = 2idjeiaj + cpl+ on M (3.10) 

x+ + e-2iajo- = zidje-‘“j + (p2+ on M 

Boundary-value problem (3.10) belongs to the class of Riemann boundary- 

value problems considered In the prevlous Section. 
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Thus the solution to boundary-value problem (3.6) and also the initial 

elastic problem can be found In quadratures. Note that the method of solu- 

tion employed Is applicable without any significant alterations to the case 

when the region occupied by the plate Is trlply connected. 

II) Consider now an absolutely rigid paraboloid of revolution pressing 

on a membrane of polygonal shape occupying a simply connected region. On the 

bouhdary M of the membrane we have the condition 

w=Q (3.11) 

We assume that the membrane Is under uniform tension In all directions, 

I.e. that ox= cr, or w = 1 . 

By means of Formulas (l.g), (1.11) and (3.11) the boundary condi%lons of 

the problem can be written In the form 

Re f (z) = 0 on M, f’ (2) = - 2AZ on L (3.12) 

We transfer to the parametric plane of the complex variable by means of 

the function t= (~(6) . The analytic function w(6) transforms conformally 

the exterior of two sections of the real axis in the c-plane Into the doubly- 

connected region In the z-plane occupied by the membrane and bounded by the 

contour L + M . 

In the c-platyz we obtain from Formulas (3.12) the following boundary-value 

problem for the two analytic functions ~(6) and ~(6)=/'[w(C)] 

Re [eiajF (c)l = 0, Im [e-"9 (5) I = dj on .lI 

(3.13) 

F (C) = - 2A o (5) on L 

The second condition Is the expression In complex form of the equation of 

tAe ;ch rectilinear segment of the boundary (as In Formula (3.4)). 

With the aid of the functions 

01 (0 = 0 (5), F,(5) = F(5) 

which are analytic outside L + M we can write the boundary-value problem 

(3.13) in the form of a Rlemann boundary-value problem for the four functions 

w(6), F(6), U,(C) and ~~(6) 

1). F+ + 2Ao,- = 0, 2) F- + ~AcII,‘= 0 on L 

3) F,- + 2&40+ = 0, 4) F1+ + 2Ao- = 0 otl: L 

5) F+ + e-2isj F,- = 0, 6) F- + ew21zjF,+ = 0 on hl (3.14) 

7) 0 + _ eziaj a1- z 2idjeizj on M 

8) a- _ p2iJrj~l+ = 2idjjei”j on ,V 

We introduce new analytic functions 

'~1(5) = F (5) + 2Aw, (51, cpz (6) = F, (5) - 2Ao (5) (3.15) 

Adding the first and second conditions of the boundary-value problem 
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(3.14)s subtracting the fourth from the third, multiplying the fifth and 

sixth conditions by (- #) and adding them, respectively, to the eighth and 

seventh, we obtain the following boundary-value problem for the functions 

m,(S) and cps(C) 

(pl+ + qI- = 0 otl L* q~+ $ e-‘ajtp,’ = - 4Aidje-“i m M 
(3.16) 

02 
+ 

-“Pa- = 0 OD L, 9p,++e 2iaj cp1- = - ti idje’=i o11 M 

(3.16) is a particular case of the boundary-value problem considered In 

the preceding Section. Its solution can be found in quadratures. 

Substituting the functions U+ (6) and F, (6) according to (3.15) and 

(3.16) into the boundary-value problem (3.14) we again arrive at the Riemann 

boundary-value problem for determining the two functions W(C) and F(C) 

The method of solution of the Initial problem (3.12) can be applied wlth- 

out any significant change to the case of a trlply connected region. 

If the region occupied by the plate or membrane and situated outside the 
area of contact Is simply-connected (or perhaps, is made simply-connected by 
the existence of lines of symmetry), then as a canonical region in the para- 
metric plane of E it Is more convenient to use a half-plane or a clrole. 
k this case a solution of the boundary-value problems completely analogous 
to the already described is very much simplified since the functions u)~ (0 
and F,(f) will be analytic In the region symmetrical to the region of defi- 
nition of the functions UJ( ) and 
that a pair of functlOnS UJ C) and UJ, ‘i 

F(6 
t 

and not intersecting the latter, SO 
6) (and also F(C) and PI(C)) can be 

considered as one plecewise-analytic function. 

4, dama rRec#lfio problenu. (i) P r e s s u r e o f a p a r a b o - 
lold on an Infinite membrane. Consider an arbl- 
trary rigid paraboloid, the equation of the surface of which Is given by 

z=Az'+By'+Czy (4.1) 

and which is bearing with a force 
P 

on an infinite arbitrarily tensioned 
membrane for which Expressions (1.9 are valid. 

Cn the unknown boundary L of the contact area we have the boundary con- 
ditions 

Re f’ (m) = -2Ax-Ccy, x_Imf’(z)=2&fCz 011 L (4.2) 

f’ (2) - 0 for 2-m 

We transfer to the exterior of the unit circle In the parametric plane of 

i 7 
b means of the conformal transformation z = w(6). We thus obtain from 

4.2 the following boundary-value problem for the two analytic functions 
w(c) and F (6) = f’ fo (c)j : 

(1 t; x) F (0 -P (1 - x)F = 2 @ - A + C4 0 K.1 - 2 (-4 9 B) ~(6, for I 6 I= 1 

0 (8 = 0 to, p (tf = 0 vi-l) for 64 03 (4.3) 

Either by using the method of functional equations [ll], or by reducing 

kk3irEblem 
o a Riemann boundary-value problem, we can easily find a solution to 

(4. 3) . 

0 (0 = cob f Q I F, F co - %ff-z 6.4 
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G.P. Cherepa‘KW 

’ cd ’ = 
P 14 (B -I- %A)2 + c2 (x - 1)2] 
8nxha,, (x2A + B) (C4B - 19) 

1 C (x - 1)C 
arg co = T ‘*“-’ 2 (B + xA) 

(x-k 1)C 
- tan-’ 2 (B - xA) I 

- 2B - 2xA - C (x + 1) i 
cl = Co 2B + 2xA - C (x - 1) i 

2c, 2B - 2xA -C (x + 1) i 
c2-,+1 -A-B+ (B-AfC’) 2B+2d_C((x_f)i 1 

The contact area is found to be elliptic. 

In the solution use was also made of the condition 01' equilibrium of the 
paraboloid 

P = (Is, q == 2115, (x2A + B) 

where p is the pressure on the contact area and S is its area. 

Note a particular case of the solution of (3.4) when C = 0 , N = 1 

co2 = PM+@ B-A 4AB 
8nohAB Cl = BS-A co, ” = -ATBCo 

(4.6) 

ii) Pressure of a paraboloid an 
infinite plate. Consider a rigid paraboloid't:e equation of 
the surface of which is 

z=Ax2+By2 (4.7) 

pressing with a force P on an infinite plate for which the relations (1.3) 
are valid. This problem was first solved by a different method by Galin [l]. 

On the unknown boundary L of the contact area we obviocsly have the 
boundary conditions 

2 Re Q (z.) = -A - B, ;W (z) + Y (z) = B - 11 on L (4.8) 

At a sufficient distance from .he contact area the following relations 
hold [l]: 

a2w Pw 2i 1pw = P (z - iy) 
ar%-ay”- ax ay 4nD (x + iy) . 

(4.9 

The asymptotic formulas (4.9) were derived on the assumption that the 
circular plate of radius R is fixed around the contour and that the dimen- 
sions of the contact area are small compared with the radius R . 

We transfer to the exterior of the unit circle in the c-plane b 
the conformal transformation z = m(c) . 
three analytic functions 

Then from (4.8) and (4.9 3 
means of 
for the 

61 (51, x (5) =$$B --A - ‘y 10 (C)11, 9 (5) = @J 10 (C)l 

we can obtain the boundary-value problem 

for 16’ = I 
cp(G)-t-a)=--A-B, 0 (5) = x (5) 

for 5+m 
(4.10) 

0 ~(5) = 0+3, cg = 0’ (0) 

cp (0 = & ( Ins+ I)$- 0 (5-l) x (f) = ‘$ c,, (B - 4 5 + 0 (5-l) 
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This problem can easily be solved; we find that 

cp (b) = & (2 in ‘+- + I), co= Rexp 4JtD(A +B) i ----- 
P 2 1 

x (5) = co WBp--A) 
(4.11) 

5_,+ ;I, o(Q=c, if 8nD(B--) 
C p5 1 
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